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Abstract: A growing body of evidence shows that politicians use motivated
reasoning to fit evidence with prior beliefs. In this, they are not unlike other
people. We use survey experiments to reaffirm prior work showing that
politicians, like the public they represent, engage in motivated reasoning.
However, we also show that politicians are more resistant to debiasing
interventions than others. When required to justify their evaluations,
politicians rely more on prior political attitudes and less on policy
information, increasing the probability of erroneous decisions. The results
raise the troubling implication that the specialized role of elected officials
makes them more immune to the correction of biases, and in this way less
representative of the voters they serve when they process policy information.

Introduction

Proponents of evidence-based policymaking hope that enhanced access to
policy information will help politicians make better decisions, leading to
improved societal outcomes (Davies et al., 2000). Governments have accord-
ingly built policy information infrastructures, including appointments of
chief scientific advisors, establishment of scientific advisory committees
(Doubleday & Wilsdon, 2012) and statutory requirements to report data on
bureaucratic performance (Moynihan & Beazley, 2016). Most recently, the
US federal government passed the Foundations for Evidence-Based
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Policymaking Act in 2019, which compels agencies to generate more informa-
tion on how well policies are working.

Whether politicians actually make better decisions when given policy infor-
mation has been called into question by research showing that people often use
information simply to reach conclusions consistent with their political iden-
tities and attitudes (Kunda, 1990; Taber & Lodge, 2006; Kahan, 2016a).
Such motivated reasoning makes it less likely that evidence will be judged on
its merits. While empirical investigations have typically been based on
studies of the mass public, some studies have also found evidence of motivated
reasoning among elected politicians (Christensen et al., 2018; Baekgaard et al.,
2019; Esaiasson & Öhberg, 2019).

If both politicians and citizens engage in motivated reasoning, we might hope
that democratic accountability processes will direct politicians toward better
decisions by limiting their biases. After all, in a democracy, politicians are con-
tinuously required to justify their claims, such as through committee proceed-
ings, legislative debates, town halls and media interviews. Justification
requirements have been found to foster nuance in people’s reasoning about a
broad range of issues (Green et al., 2000; DeZoort et al., 2006) and to
reduce a variety of cognitive biases (Lerner & Tetlock, 1999; Aleksovska
et al., 2019), thereby offering what Tetlock describes as a ‘simple, but surpris-
ingly effective, social check on many judgmental shortcomings’ (Tetlock, 1983,
p. 291). However, while scholars have pointed to justification requirements as
a potential way to reduce motivated reasoning (Kunda, 1990; Bartels &
Bonneau, 2014), evidence on the effects of justification requirements on polit-
ically motivated reasoning has been scarce. We thus ask the following research
question: Do politicians and members of the general public alter their reason-
ing about policy information when they are required to justify their evaluation
of the information?

Very few studies have provided experimental evidence of psychological pro-
cesses among actual politicians (for notable exceptions, see Miler, 2009;
Sheffer et al., 2017; Baekgaard et al., 2019), and there is particular value in
documenting the extent to which politicians’ reasoning mirrors or departs
from the voters they represent. We study how Danish local politicians, and
the public they serve, interpret information about local public services within
their policy portfolio – elder care and schools. A randomized survey experi-
ment and a decision board experiment asked subjects to evaluate public and
private service providers, allowing us to separate the effects of policy informa-
tion about provider performance from that of political beliefs. We hypothesize
that politicians and citizens are biased by information-related political attitudes
when evaluating policy information, but that asking them to justify their eva-
luations will lead to more effortful, less biased evaluations.
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As expected, we find strong evidence of motivated reasoning among both the
public and politicians. However, politicians and the public differ in their reac-
tions to justification requirements. Both groups spend more effort processing
information when they are asked to justify their evaluations. While this
effort reduces the influence of prior attitudes among the public, the reverse is
the case among politicians. Politicians rely more on prior attitudes and less
on evidence when they know that they must justify their evaluations. We con-
clude by addressing possible reasons for this and by discussing the broader
implications of the results.

Our findings highlight a need to take roles seriously when studying elite
behavior. Behavioral scientists tend to assume (explicitly or, more often, impli-
citly) that their research is about general human behavior, meaning that ‘the
findings one derives from a particular sample [of subjects] will generalize
broadly; one adult human sample is pretty much the same as the next’
(Henrich et al., 2010, p. 63). For example, literature on evidence-based policy-
making identifies motivated reasoning as a core obstacle to factually informed
policymaking, but suggests, based on studies of students and other members of
the public, that justification requirements can reduce politicians’ motivated
reasoning about evidence (Bartels & Bonneau, 2014, p. 226). Our results
show that such efforts, while productive for the public, can actually backfire
by encouraging stronger motivated reasoning among politicians. One possible
reason for this is that politicians have stronger incentives than members of the
public to maintain consistency of political views, since external audiences
monitor and impose costs if politicians cannot make credible commitments
(Tomz, 2007).

Justification requirements and motivated reasoning

The theory of motivated reasoning is among the most studied in modern pol-
itical psychology, and so we will not offer a detailed description of it here
(for good introductions, see Kunda, 1990; Taber & Lodge, 2006; Kahan,
2016a). Briefly stated, the theory proposes that people’s interpretations of
information are driven by goals, and that goals have implications for the inter-
pretation strategies used. Motivated reasoning theory distinguishes between
two archetypical types of goals: accuracy and directional goals. People
driven by accuracy goals wish to ‘arrive at an accurate conclusion, whatever
it may be’ (Kunda, 1990, p. 480), causing an investment of cognitive effort
into careful and unbiased evaluations. People driven by directional goals
seek to reach a particular, preselected conclusion. This is often the case when
information has political implications because people are motivated to
defend their political identities and attitudes. Therefore, people make biased
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evaluations in defense of their desired conclusions even when a great deal of
mental agility is required to do so.

Numerous studies find that ordinary people engage in motivated reasoning
when evaluating policy information (Taber & Lodge, 2006; Goren et al.,
2009; Taber et al., 2009; Kahan et al., 2017; Lind et al., 2018). The reasoning
of elected officials has seen less attention, partly because of the difficulty in
recruiting large numbers of politicians as participants in the survey experiments
typically used in this field (Druckman & Lupia, 2012) and much of the evi-
dence we have about elected officials is only tangentially related to motivated
reasoning. For instance, studies of political incumbents in Belgium, Israel and
Canada show politicians to be just as or even more subject to various cognitive
biases seen in the mass public (Sheffer et al., 2017). Furthermore, a set of survey
experiments on US state and local officials find that politicians are willing to
rationalize constituents with opposing views as less informed (Butler &
Dynes, 2016).

The evidence that does exist suggests that politicians engage in motivated
reasoning in the same manner as the public. For example, Christensen and col-
leagues (2018) found that politicians use goal reprioritization as a strategy to
make attitude-congenial interpretations of policy information: more liberal
politicians generally tend to treat academic performance as a less important
educational goal relative to student well-being, but they flip that preference
when confronted with evidence that public schools outperform private
schools on academic performance. Cumulatively, existing evidence (see also
Baekgaard et al., 2019; Esaiasson&Öhberg, 2019) thus implies that both poli-
ticians and the public engage in motivated reasoning:

H1: Politicians and the public engage in politically motivated reasoning
when they evaluate policy information.

If politicians make biased evaluations of policy information, it is likely that
their use of the information will also be biased. Are there conditions under
which biases are more or less pronounced, or ways in which they can be
reduced? Some studies have found variations in voters’ tendency to engage
in biased reasoning based on individual-level factors, such as political knowl-
edge, attitude strength and personality differences (Taber & Lodge, 2006;
Taber et al., 2009; Arceneaux & Vander Wielen, 2017). Others have found
variations based on contextual factors, such as monetary incentives to make
accurate evaluations (Bullock et al., 2015; Prior et al., 2015), the politicization
of the information environment (Slothuus & de Vreese, 2010) and the amount
of information available (Redlawsk et al., 2010; Baekgaard et al., 2019). This
article contributes to the literature on contextual variations in motivated
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reasoning by asking whether politicians and members of the general public
alter their reasoning about policy information when required to justify their
evaluations.

In the existing literature, justification requirements have been found to
‘signal to subjects to take the role of the other toward their own mental pro-
cesses and to give serious weight to the possibility that their preferred
answers are wrong’ (Tetlock & Kim, 1987, p. 707). Thus, using the termin-
ology of motivated reasoning theory, justification requirements encourage
accuracy-driven evaluations, and people tend to respond by investing effort
in making more complex, careful and accurate analyses of the information at
hand (Tetlock, 1985; Tetlock & Kim, 1987; Lerner et al., 1998).

Studies of ordinary citizens have found debiasing effects of justification
requirements in relation to a variety of cognitive biases (for reviews, see
Lerner & Tetlock, 1999; Aleksovska et al., 2019), and of special relevance
to our research question, a number of studies show that justification require-
ments reduce people’s tendency to engage in self-serving biases. For instance,
requirements to justify evaluations have been found to reduce people’s ten-
dency to overestimate their own performance (Kroon et al., 1992; Sedikides
et al., 2002; Smith, 2012) and the likelihood of positive events while underesti-
mating the likelihood of negative events in their own lives (Tyler & Rosier,
2009). Justification requirements appear to reduce people’s overconfidence
in their own decisions, making them more willing to consider alternative
courses of action in reaction to negative performance feedback (Jermias, 2006).

Our knowledge is more limited when it comes to the effects of justification
requirements on people’s reasoning about policy information, but there is
reason to be cautiously optimistic. Justification requirements increase
people’s tendency to ‘see valid arguments on both sides of [a political] issue
and to balance competing legitimate concerns against one another’ (Green
et al., 2000, p. 1380). Furthermore, De Dreu and van Knippenberg (2005)
found reduced tendencies to overvalue and aggressively defend people’s own
political arguments, and Bolsen and colleagues (2014) found reduced biases
in a party cue experiment when respondents were asked to justify their answers.

The promise of justification requirements has prompted calls to employ them
as a means to compel policymakers to take politically uncongenial evidence
into consideration (Bartels & Bonneau, 2014, p. 226). However, to our knowl-
edge, no study has directly tested the effects of justification requirements on
politicians, and caution is merited in generalizing findings from the public to
politicians. After all, politicians are professional partisans (Andeweg, 1997).
They are expected to hold consistent political views (Tavits, 2007; Tomz,
2007), meaning that they are strongly committed to the attitudes for which
they have been elected. One study suggests that justification requirements
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reduce the complexity of respondents’ thinking about contested political issues
when the respondents have previously committed themselves to attitudes
regarding the issues (Tetlock et al., 1989). However, other research shows pol-
itical elites to respond positively to interventions reminding them of account-
ability processes where they have to engage others with their claims. For
instance, discussions with peers reduce confirmation bias among policy
experts working in international organizations (Banuri et al., 2019), and US
state legislators who were exposed to letters warning about the reputational
and electoral risks of misstatements were less likely to subsequently receive a
negative fact-check rating (Nyhan & Reifler, 2015). Thus, our expectation is
to find debiasing effects of justification requirements, which is reflected in the
following hypotheses:

H2: Politicians and the public will engage in a more effortful search for and
processing of policy information when they are asked to justify their
evaluations.

H3: Politicians and the public will engage in less politically motivated
reasoning when they are asked to justify their evaluations.

Empirical setting and data collection

Testing our hypotheses requires data on how a large number of politicians and
the public process and evaluate comparable pieces of information in situations
with and without requirements to justify evaluations. To collect such data, two
randomized experiments were run. H1 and H3 are tested with a survey experi-
ment inspired by Kahan and colleagues (2017), while H2 is tested with an
online decision board experiment, allowing us to collect behavioral measures
on the amount of effort invested in searching for and processing information
(Willemsen & Johnson, 2011).

By relying on online data collections, we were able to incorporate answers
from a large number of elected politicians (Danish city councilors). Denmark
has 98 municipalities, led by city councilors elected through municipal elec-
tions every 4 years. The elections are characterized by professionalized cam-
paigns, extensive media coverage and voter turnout fluctuating at around
70% (Hansen, 2018). About 95% of the city councilors represent national pol-
itical parties that also compete for power in the Danish parliament. Councilors
are responsible for the local delivery of core public services, such as education,
childcare, elder care and employment activities, and municipal budgets
represent about half of all public expenditures in Denmark (Ministry of
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Finance, 2018). Thus, while councilors may not be as professional as, for
example, members of national parliaments, they are real-world politicians
elected to make substantive decisions (Baekgaard et al., 2019). The high
number of councilors makes large samples possible, even with relatively low
response rates typical of political elites (Druckman& Lupia, 2012). Email invi-
tations to participate were sent to all 2445 city councilors using publicly avail-
able email addresses. A total of 889 city councilors participated in the test of
H1 and H3 (data collected in November–December 2014),1 while 718 city
councilors participated in the test of H2 (data collected in November–
December 2016). Members of all Danish city councils contributed to our
investigation.2

Two samples of the Danish public participated in identical experiments,
thereby making it possible to directly compare politicians’ responses to those
of the public. The samples were recruited through YouGov’s online panel of
respondents. Both were representative of the Danish population aged 18–75
with regard to age, gender, education and geography. A total of 2109 people par-
ticipated in the test of H1 and H3 (data collected in December 2016), while
1063 people participated in the test of H2 (data collected in February 2017).

Experimental design and analysis

H1: Motivated reasoning about policy information

To test H1, we employed a standard motivated reasoning design (Baekgaard&
Serritzlew, 2016; Kahan et al., 2017; Lind et al., 2018; Baekgaard et al., 2019).
Respondents were randomly assigned to one of four experimental conditions
(see Figure 1, translated from Danish into English). Each was presented with
a table of numerical information about the performance of two suppliers of
elder care (a core public service for which city councilors are responsible)
and asked to evaluate which supplier performed best.3

The information provided was cognitively demanding in that the absolute
numbers were not informative by themselves (satisfaction rates needed to be

1We would like to thank Casper Mondrup Dahlmann, Asbjørn Hovgaard Mathiasen and Niels
Bjørn Grund Petersen with whom we collected the politician data used to test H1 and H3 and who
contributed significantly to the design of that survey.

2While members of left-wing parties were slightly overrepresented in the tests of H1 and H3,
respondents did not differ significantly from the population of Danish city councilors in terms of
gender, municipality size or municipal finance committee membership. No background information
is available for politicians participating in the test of H2.

3 For ethical reasons, we made clear in the introduction to the experiment that the information
was hypothetical.
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computed). However, the information was unambiguous in that answers to the
performance question could be coded as either correct or incorrect. Thus, con-
verting the information from absolute to relative numbers reveals that one sup-
plier had a satisfaction rate of 83.0% compared to 74.7% for the other. In
groups A and C, supplier A and the municipal supplier had the higher satisfac-
tion rate. In groups B and D, the numbers were switched, meaning that supplier
B and the private supplier were the best-performing suppliers.

For groups A and B, suppliers were labeled as ‘supplier A’ and ‘supplier B’.
Here, respondents’ ability to correctly identify the best-performing supplier
should only depend on their numeracy, and thus, the groups serve as
placebo or control groups, offering a baseline against which the influence of

Figure 1. Experimental material, groups A–D.
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political attitudes can be measured. Groups C and D were told that one sup-
plier was municipal (public), while the other was private. The relative role of
the public and private sectors in delivering public services is a highly contested
issue in Danish politics, and thus, contracting out elder care and other public
services has ‘been at the center of party conflict’ for more than two decades
(Slothuus & de Vreese, 2010, p. 634). Local politicians are at the frontline
of this debate, as Danish city councils must regularly decide on whether or
not to contract out specific services. Following H1, respondents’ attitudes
toward public and private service delivery should therefore be expected to
alter evaluations in groups C and D (where there was a link between these atti-
tudes and the information), but not in groups A and B.

Relevant political attitudes were captured at the beginning of the survey by
asking three questions about respondents’ preferences for public or private
delivery of public services.4 An additive index was constructed, running from
0 to 1. The distribution of responses for politicians and the public is reported
in Supplementary Material S1.

Our results are consistent with H1. In both treatment groups, respondents
more accurately evaluated policy information when it was attitude-congenial
(i.e., when the information supported their desired conclusion about whether
public or private suppliers perform better) than when the information was atti-
tude-uncongenial (i.e., when the information challenged their desired conclu-
sions). Furthermore, as expected, the treatment groups’ strong associations
between attitudes and answers were not present among respondents in the
placebo groups (see regression analyses in the supplementary material’s
Table S2 comparing group A to group C and group B to group D). Figure 2,
which is based on models 3 and 6 in the supplementary material’s Table S2,
shows associations between the uncongeniality of information and treatment
groups’ tendencies to misinterpret the information. Thus, Figure 2 pools
data from groups C and D and models uncongeniality as the degree to
which information challenges respondents’ information-related attitudes.

Figure 2 illustrates that, among politicians, predicted probabilities of cor-
rectly identifying the best-performing supplier range between 57% when the
information is most uncongenial and 92% when the information is most

4 The questions were: ’To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
(1) Many public activities could be produced both better and more cheaply by private providers.
(2) We should to a larger degree outsource public services (such as childcare, elder care and hospital
treatments). (3) The public sector is best at providing public services.’ Possible responses were as
follows: Completely agree, Partly agree, Neither agree nor disagree, Partly disagree, Completely dis-
agree or Don’t know. In a factor analysis, factor scores were all above 0.8 for the politicians and
above 0.7 for the non-politicians. Cronbach’s α was 0.92 for politicians and 0.87 for non-politicians.
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congenial. Among non-politicians, predicted probabilities of correctly identify-
ing the best-performing supplier vary between 32% when the information is
most uncongenial and 83% when the information is most congenial.
Additional analyses (reported in the supplementary material’s Table S3a)
show that the politicians’ results are not significantly different from the
public’s results. It should be noted that the public results are based on respon-
dents who passed an attention check in our survey, as respondents who do not
pay a minimum of attention to a survey cannot be expected to react meaning-
fully to experimental treatments (Berinsky et al., 2014). Details on the attention
check and consequences of including inattentive respondents is reported in
Supplementary Material S5. Table S5b shows that including inattentive
respondents in the analysis does not alter any results regarding H1.

H2: Effects of justification requirements on information search and processing

H2 predicts that justification requirements will make respondents engage in a
more effortful search for and processing of information. To test H2, behavioral
process measures are needed. We employed an online decision board experi-
ment using MouselabWEB (Willemsen & Johnson, 2011). Respondents were
asked to click through boxes with information regarding the performance of
a public and a private school and evaluate which school performed best.
Because respondents had to click through the policy information, the decision

Figure 2. Uncongeniality of information and expected probabilities of making
erroneous judgments in identifying best-performing suppliers.
Note: This figure is based on regression analyses reported in the supplementary materi-
al’s Table S2 (models 3 and 6). The horizontal axis runs from 0 to 1, with higher values
corresponding to stronger support for the public sector if the private supplier performs
best (group D in experiment) and stronger support for the private sector if the public
supplier performs best (group C).
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board technique made it possible to track their behavior when searching for
and processing information.

The decision board contained information regarding the two schools’ per-
formance on five indicators, meaning that there were a total of 10 informa-
tion boxes as shown in Figure 3.5 In order to see information, respondents
had to click on each box and the information would then remain visible
as long as the respondent’s cursor was placed over it.6 We randomized the
order of the performance indicators and which school performed best for
each indicator. Respondents were informed that they could click through
all 10 boxes if they wished or could stop when they felt that they had col-
lected enough information. This procedure made it possible to measure
the effort each respondent invested in searching for information (modeled
as the number of boxes opened) and the effort they invested in actively pro-
cessing the information (modeled as the time spent with information boxes
opened).

Respondents were randomly assigned into a control and treatment group.
Both groups were asked to use the information to evaluate which school per-
formed best and, in addition, the treatment group was exposed to the following
text asking them to make a written justification of their evaluation:
‘Furthermore, we will ask you to write an argument for your evaluation.
Your argument should be suitable for discussion with a person who thinks
that the other school performs best’ (emphasis in original). The following
open-ended question was constantly visible at the bottom of the treatment
group’s decision board: ‘Imagine that you are to discuss your answer with a
person who thinks that the other school performs best. What would you
emphasize in the information above to persuade the other person that your
evaluation is correct? Please limit you answer to three lines’ (emphasis in
original).

Our written justification requirement resembles treatments from previous
studies. Such written justification requirements have been shown to lead to a
‘more complex and careful analysis of available information’ (DeZoort
et al., 2006, p. 385) and to improve decision quality in accounting and auditing
settings (Ashton, 1990, 1992). In addition, Bolsen and colleagues (2014) found
reduced motivated reasoning in response to a written justification requirement
in a survey-based party cue experiment. Thus, we predicted that the treatment

5 See also Supplementary Material S7, which contains PHP codes to reproduce the decision board
experiment using the online MouselabWEB Designer.

6 For smartphone and tablet users, information remained visible until they clicked on a new box.
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group would engage in more effortful search for (by opening more boxes) and
processing of information (by spending more time with the boxes opened) than
the control group.

The results of our test of H2 are reported in Table 1. We find no effect of
justification requirements on respondents’ search for information. The
‘Justification requirement’ coefficient is statistically insignificant, both for the
politicians in model 1 and the public in model 3, meaning that the treatment
groups’ average number of opened boxes does not vary significantly from
the number in the control groups. It should be noted that 72% of the politicians
and 76% of the public opened all 10 boxes, limiting the degree of variation.
Future research is encouraged to replicate the experiment with a higher

Figure 3. Information boxes in the decision board experiment (English
translation).
Note: For each respondent, the order of the performance indicators was randomized.
Moreover, within each performance indicator, it was randomized as to which school
performed best.
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number of boxes to test whether a greater need to prioritize will lead to other
results. However, for now, we conclude that our decision board experiment
does not offer support for the information search part of H2.

We do, however, find some evidence of an effect of justification requirements
on respondents’ processing of information. Thus, the ‘Justification requirement’
coefficient is statistically significant among the politicians in model 2 and mar-
ginally significant among the general public in model 4 (p = 0.054), meaning
that treatment group participants did, on average, spend more time with infor-
mation opened than members of the control groups.7 Politicians who were not
asked to justify their evaluations spent an average of 24.3 seconds on actively
processing information and those asked to justify their evaluations spent an
average of 29.3 seconds, meaning that the justification requirement led to an
increase of 21% in time spent actively processing information. General public
respondents who were not asked to justify their evaluations spent an average
of 14.4 seconds on processing the information and those asked to justify their
evaluations spent an average of 16.5 seconds, meaning that the justification
requirement led to an increase of 15% in time spent actively processing informa-
tion. Additional analyses (reported in Supplementary Material S3b) show no
statistically significant difference between the politicians’ and the public’s
results.

Table 1. Influence of justification requirements in decision board (ordinary
least squares with standard errors in parentheses).

Politician sample General public sample

Model 1: search Model 2: processing Model 3: search Model 4: processing

Justification
requirement

0.32 (0.31) 5030* (2196) –0.36 (0.24) 2093† (1079)

Intercept 7.39*** (0.22) 24,270*** (1533) 8.08*** (0.16) 14430*** (716)
n 718 718 1063 1063

Note: In models 1 and 3, the dependent variable measures the number of information boxes being
opened in the decision board experiment. In models 2 and 4, the dependent variable measures the
number of milliseconds spent with information being opened.
†p < 0.1, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001; two-sided significance tests.

7We excluded one outlier, a politician who spent 49 minutes with information opened, out of
which 48 minutes were spent on one box (maximum time consumption among the rest of our respon-
dents was 4.7 minutes, all boxes included).
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H3: Effects of justification requirements on motivated reasoning

Finally, we examine whether justification requirements reduce respondents’
tendency to engage in motivated reasoning. To test this question, we added
two experimental groups (E and F) to the experiment that tested H1. Group
E was asked to evaluate information that was identical to the information in
group C and group F was asked to evaluate information that was identical
to the information in group D (see Figure 1), but prior to the information,
the following text informed groups E and F that they would be asked to
justify their evaluation: ‘On the next page, we will show you a table with infor-
mation on elder care delivered by two suppliers. We will ask you to evaluate
which supplier performs best. Furthermore, we will ask you to formulate an
argument for your evaluation.Your argument should be suitable for discussion
with a person who thinks that the other supplier performs best’ (emphasis in
original).

By specifying that respondents’ arguments should be suitable for discussion
with someone who disagrees with their evaluation, we seek to simulate the
adversarial nature of political discourse. This was important, as prior studies
have found that discussions with fellow partisans (agreeing with one’s own
attitudes) can amplify politically motivated reasoning (Klar, 2014), consistent
with the notion that justification requirements can lead to stronger biases when
‘the choice option that appears easiest to justify also happens to be the biased
option’ (Lerner & Tetlock, 1999, p. 264). Reminders of the justification
requirement were embedded into the survey page where respondents evaluated
the elder care suppliers. Thus, the following sentence was added at the end of
Figure 1’s introductory text: ‘We will now ask you to evaluate which supplier
performs best and to give a reason for your evaluation’ (emphasis in original),
and the performance question was phrased to include the following reminder:
‘Based on this information, which supplier do you think performs best, and
why?’ Finally, the following open-ended question was included immediately
after the performance question such that it was visible to the respondents
while evaluating the information: ‘Imagine that you are to discuss your
answer with a person who thinks that the other supplier performs best.
What would you emphasize in the table to persuade the other person that
your evaluation is correct? Please limit you answer to three lines.’

We test H3 in Table 2, where the interaction term ‘Congeniality ×
Justification requirement’ tests the expectation of weaker associations
between attitudes and evaluations in groups E and F where respondents were
asked to justify their evaluations, compared to groups C and D where no jus-
tification was required. The positive and statistically significant ‘congeniality’
coefficients in models 2 and 4 reinforce H1, indicating that the congeniality
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of information is positively and significantly related to respondents’ ability to
correctly identify the best-performing supplier when no justification is
required.

The results run contrary to H3 for politicians. Politicians become signifi-
cantly more affected by the congeniality of the information when they are
asked to justify their evaluations, as reflected in the significant interaction
term in model 2. Thus, among politicians, the justification requirement
seems to have bias-strengthening instead of debiasing effects.

Members of the general public behave in accordance with H3, although the
evidence is not strong in this regard. The coefficient for model 4’s interaction
term is negative and marginally significant (p = 0.09), suggesting that congeni-
ality matters less when people have to justify their evaluations.8 Additional
analyses in Supplementary Materials S3c and S5f show that the difference
between the politicians and non-politicians with regard to H3 is statistically
significant, controlling for age, gender and education, and regardless of the
inclusion of inattentive respondents.

Table 2. Moderating effects of justification requirements on influence of atti-
tudes (logistic regression analysis with standard errors in parentheses).

Politician sample General public sample

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4

Congeniality 2.83*** (0.34) 2.17*** (0.45) 1.97*** (0.22) 2.32*** (0.30)
Justification requirement –0.03 (0.22) –0.53 (0.33) 0.29* (0.12) 0.62** (0.23)
Congeniality ×
Justification requirement

– 1.44* (0.70) – –0.72† (0.43)

Intercept 0.05 (0.20) 0.30 (0.23) –0.60*** (0.13) –0.76*** (0.16)
Likelihood ratio χ2 83.98*** 88.33*** 97.67*** 100.48***
n 578 578 1245 1245

Note: The dependent variable measures whether respondents identify the supplier with the highest
satisfaction rate as being the one that performs the best. Congeniality runs from 0 to 1, with
higher values corresponding to stronger support for the public sector if the public supplier per-
forms best (groups C and E in the experiment) and stronger support for the private sector if the
private supplier performs best (groups D and F).
†p < 0.1, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001; two-sided significance tests.

8 The effects on the general public of the justification requirement turn statistically insignificant
when inattentive respondents are included in the analysis (see Table S5c in the supplementary
material).
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The moderating impact of the justification requirement on respondents’ ten-
dency to engage in motivated reasoning is large. Among the politicians asked to
justify their evaluations, predicted probabilities of correctly identifying the
best-performing supplier range between 44% when the information is most
uncongenial and 98% when the information is most congenial, meaning that
the justification requirement increases the impact of congeniality from 35
(cf. test of H1) to 54 percentage points. Among the non-politicians asked to
justify their evaluations, predicted probabilities of correctly identifying
the best-performing supplier vary between 47% and 81%, meaning that
the justification requirement reduces the impact of congeniality from 51 to
34 percentage points.

Discussion and exploratory analysis

The motivation to defend political attitudes is powerful, leading many to auto-
accept politically congenial information while disregarding information that
challenges existing views about the world. While lending some support to
the potential to debias citizens, we find that politicians become more inclined
to engage in politically motivated reasoning when required to justify their
evaluations.

Why might politicians differ from citizens in their reactions to our experi-
ment’s justification requirement? While our study was not designed to offer
causal evidence to answer this question, we can draw on our data to explore
which possible explanations are more or less likely. One possibility is that per-
sonal characteristics, such as being more politically engaged (Taber & Lodge,
2006), make politicians more resistant towards debiasing interventions,
meaning that the politician–citizen differences are due to self-selection. As a
proxy for such personal characteristics, we can test the role of political interest,
which was measured in the general public survey and is ‘a standard measure of
psychological engagement in politics’ (Brady et al., 1995). If the bias-strength-
ening effects of justification requirements among politicians are driven by self-
selection based on political engagement, similar effects would be expected
among the group of people who are most politically interested. However, this
is not the case for our sample (see the regression analysis in Supplementary
Material S4). The respondents who are most interested in politics, and who
should therefore, according to the explanation above, be expected to react
most like politicians, are the ones who drive the overall debiasing effect on
non-politicians’ reasoning, meaning that they are the ones who behave least
like politicians in reaction to justification requirements. Thus, our data
suggest that explanations other than self-selection must be considered.
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Another possibility is that the politician’s role changes how people respond
to justification requirements. Some studies show that professional roles lead
certain groups to make unbiased professional judgments (Kahan, 2016b).
For instance, relative to the public, judges and lawyers appear to be less
biased when asked to evaluate judicial information, implying that legal train-
ing, but possibly also the demands of their job, condition legal professionals
to better resist politically biased processing of information (Kahan et al.,
2016). Like judges and lawyers, we may consider a politician to be a profes-
sional actor who is regularly asked to make judgments based on decision-rele-
vant information. However, where a judicial professional is expected to set
aside political attitudes and partisan identities, it is a politician’s job to be a
partisan (Andeweg, 1997) and to avoid punishment from an external audience
that values credible commitments (Tomz, 2007). As discussed in relation to H2
and H3, politicians are expected to be consistent in their political views and to
defend the policy preferences upon which they have been elected. Politicians
are trained to treat inconsistency as a sign of weakness, the trademark of a
flip-flopper who will be penalized by voters and other political stakeholders
(Tomz, 2007). Thus, their professional role gives politicians an incentive to
treat justification requirements not as an opportunity to examine and nuance
their own reasoning, but to construct arguments in favor of preselected
conclusions.

While our experiments were not designed to test effects of role differences
between politicians and the public, we can compare the responses of recently
elected politicians with those of more experienced colleagues. If the bias-
strengthening effect of justification requirements is due to politician-specific
norms, we would expect the effect to be stronger among those who have
been more exposed to those norms over time. Table 3 divides politicians
between those elected in the previous year (39% of our sample) and the rest
of our sample who had all been in office for 5 years or more. Consistent
with the role-based explanation, Table 3 shows the bias-strengthening effect
to be driven by experienced politicians. The justification requirement has no
effect on the recently elected politicians in model 1, but has significant bias-
strengthening effects on the experienced politicians in model 2.

To cast further light on the reasoning strategies of our respondents, we coded
the qualitative content of the written justifications (for the coding scheme and
analyses, see Supplementary Material S6). The results of our qualitative
content analyses provide additional evidence of our results being driven by
experienced politicians having learned strategies to confront attitude-uncon-
genial information as an expert motivated reasoner. Thus, whereas the quali-
tative content of the justifications provided by non-politicians and recently
elected politicians was more or less unaffected by the attitude-congeniality of
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the experiments’ information, experienced politicians more often adapted their
arguments depending on the information at hand. Specifically, as reported in
the supplementary material’s Tables S6ca and S6cb, the experienced politicians
tended to base their justifications on the tables’ data (i.e., they referred to
parent satisfaction) when this was attitude-congenial. However, Table S6ce
shows that when the data were uncongenial, the experienced politicians more
often based their justifications on specific conditions of local government (this
could be equity considerations, expectations regarding the education of staff,
etc.). Because these are explorative analyses of data, which were not collected
for the purpose of testing the effects of roles, caution is needed when evaluating
the results. However, the results are consistent with the idea that, over time,
through their job, politicians learn how to defend their attitudes and beliefs
‘like a politician’ when faced with attitude-uncongenial information.

Conclusion

We conclude by noting some limitations to our study and discussing the
broader implications of our results. While survey experiments such as ours
are well-equipped to provide causal evidence, caution is needed in terms of gen-
eralizing the results beyond the experimental (often rather artificial) setting. For
instance, our design asked respondents to make relatively quick interpretations
of information, which was limited, stylized and hypothetical. Moreover,
respondents were asked to identify the best-performing supplier from among
two suppliers whose satisfaction rates were not very different from one

Table 3. Recently elected versus experienced politicians (logistic regression
analysis with standard errors in parentheses).

Model 1: recently
elected politicians

Model 2: experienced
politicians

Congeniality 2.48*** (0.67) 1.90** (0.60)
Justification requirement –0.10 (0.56) –0.82† (0.42)
Congeniality × Justification requirement 0.68 (1.08) 2.04* (0.95)
Intercept 0.03 (0.35) 0.51 (0.31)
Likelihood ratio χ2 33.55*** 56.09***
n 226 352

Note: Politicians are coded as ‘recently elected’ if the most recent election (in November 2013,
1 year before our data collection) was the first election where they were elected and ‘experienced’
if they were elected before the 2013 election. The dependent variable measures whether respon-
dents identify the supplier with the highest satisfaction rate as being the one that performs the best.
†p < 0.1, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001; two-sided significance tests.
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another (83% versus 75%). In effect, one may argue that the cost of making
erroneous interpretations, or even intentional mistakes, will often be higher
in the real world of policymaking.

We acknowledge the theoretical opportunity that people might behave dif-
ferently in scenarios with access to larger amounts of (potentially counter-atti-
tudinal) information and with more need to engage actively with the
information at hand. For instance, some of the literature suggests that
people’s tendency to engage in motivated reasoning can be limited (e.g., by
increasing the amount of counter-attitudinal information to be evaluated;
Redlawsk et al., 2010). However, other studies have found politicians (but
not members of the general public) to react with more motivated reasoning
when they are confronted with larger amounts of policy information
(Baekgaard et al. 2019), thereby calling into question the debiasing effects of
forcing politicians to engage with counter-attitudinal information. We invite
future research addressing the external validity of our findings empirically by
replicating and extending our basic claims under different conditions, settings,
constraints and, ideally, also with observations of actual decisions.

While additional research is needed in order to assess the boundary condi-
tions of the behaviors we observe, our results have important implications,
both for our understanding of politicians’ use of policy information and for
research on elite behavior more broadly.

Politicians are constantly compelled to justify their decisions. Indeed, it is a
central element of their job, partly because we hope that forcing such justifica-
tions through adversarial processes pushes them to offer policy claims that are
more grounded in evidence. Our findings suggest that these processes of justifi-
cation, which offer a check on motivated reasoning for the public, have the
opposite effect on politicians. While representative democracy is premised on
the idea that elected officials weigh policy evidence more carefully than
voters, the justification processes inherent in their role actually seem to
worsen the tendency to engage in motivated reasoning. The troubling
paradox raised by our findings is that motivated reasoning is systemically
amplified by the very political processes intended to reduce it.

Our results indicate that behavioral scientists who are interested in elites
should think carefully about the extent to which elite roles may affect behaviors
of interest. In cases where such roles may matter, researchers should attempt to
run studies on elite samples or, at a minimum, attempt to identify groups of
people who behave most like elites, instead of uncritically generalizing from
findings obtained from non-elite samples. This is a demanding task in terms
of the nature of the data to be collected, complicating research on elite deci-
sion-making. But to do otherwise risks misdiagnosing decision-making pro-
blems and potential solutions.
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Supplementary material

To view supplementary material for this article, please visit https://doi.org/10.1017/bpp.
2020.50.
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